Global combined precursor isotopic labeling and isobaric tagging (cPILOT) approach with selective MS(3) acquisition.
Recently, we reported a novel proteomics quantitation scheme termed "combined precursor isotopic labeling and isobaric tagging (cPILOT)" that allows for the identification and quantitation of nitrated peptides in as many as 12-16 samples in a single experiment. cPILOT offers enhanced multiplexing and posttranslational modification specificity, however excludes global quantitation for all peptides present in a mixture and underestimates reporter ion ratios similar to other isobaric tagging methods due to precursor co-isolation. Here, we present a novel chemical workflow for cPILOT that can be used for global tagging of all peptides in a mixture. Specifically, through low pH precursor dimethylation of tryptic or LysC peptides followed by high pH tandem mass tags, the same reporter ion can be used twice in a single experiment. Also, to improve triple-stage mass spectrometry (MS(3) ) data acquisition, a selective MS(3) method that focuses on product selection of the y1 fragment of lysine-terminated peptides is incorporated into the workflow. This novel cPILOT workflow has potential for global peptide quantitation that could lead to enhanced sample multiplexing and increase the number of quantifiable spectra obtained from MS(3) acquisition methods.